SURVEY ON TEXT DETECTION AND TEXT RECOGNITION METHODOLOGY FOR NATURAL IMAGES
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Abstract – Text in Natural Images contains a valuable information about scene, convey the information about what is actually depicted in the images. There are many applications like image searching and indexing, navigation, understanding of image, identify vehicles number plate and human computer interaction etc. Manually assignment of text from scene images is very time consuming and costly. Hence automation of text extraction is challenging task because of text might be in different style, different font, illumination condition, poor quality, surface deformation, complex background etc. Different techniques have been proposed to solve this problem. This paper gives description of work done for automatically text detection and recognition in scene images having complex background.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text in images carry high-level semantic information of scene. Images are increasing on webs and in databases. It is a pressing task to develop effective methods to manage and retrieve these resources by their content. It is a difficult task to detect and segment text from scene/captured images due to main reasons like: different types of text patterns like size, font style, orientations, colors, background outlier similar to the text characters. After text detection and segmentation, text recognition system is applied to convert image into readable text, but it performs poorly when there is a text on the complex background. Text recognition is important for a lot of applications like automatic sign reading, navigation, language translation, license plate reading, content based image search etc. So it is necessary to understand scene text than ever.

With the rapid growth in digital technologies and gadgets which are made with megapixel cameras and other devices are like PDA, mobiles etc. are responsible for increasing the attention for information retrieval and it leads to a new research task. Text, in the images contain valuable information and provide a cues about images. So it is very important for a human as well as computer to understand the scenes.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Text Detection

Number of methods has been proposed for text detection in the past. Normally Text detection can be classified into following categories: Region-based method, Edge-based, texture-based, and connected-component based method. Whereas Text Recognition can be classified into two categories such as Traditional Optical character recognition (OCR) and Object recognition based method.

In region-based method, scan the images at multiple scales and uses the text/non-text classifier to find the potential text areas. Generally a feature vector extracted from local area is fed into a classifier. Because of text region have different properties from non-text ones, it can detect and localize text accurately even when are noisy. For region-based methods, the speed is very slow, and it is sensitive to text alignment orientation.

Coates et al. [1] proposed to learn features automatically from unlabeled data using unsupervised features learning and then train liner SVM to classify whether a sliding window is text or non-text ones.

In connected-component based method, it directly segments the candidate text components by edge detection, color clustering to get the CCs. The non-text components are then removed using heuristic rules or classifiers. In this number of segmented candidate components is small, so that computational cost is low and the located candidate text components
are directly used for text recognitions. CC-based methods cannot segment text component properly without prior knowledge of text position and scale.

Epshtein et al. [2] used the CCs in a SWT images to form text lines. Shivakumara et al. [3] proposed to extract CCs by performing K-means clustering in the fourier - Laplacian domain, and use text straightness and edge density to discard false positives. Chen et al. [4] proposed edge-enhanced MSER as basic text candidates and geometric filtering and SWT is used to discard the non-text ones.

Edge-based method focus on the ‘high contrast between the text and the background’ and edges og the text boundary are identified and merged. Liu et al. [5] extract statistical features from Sobel edge in four directions and use K-means classifier to classify text or non-text cluster. This method is robust for complex background but still it fails to detect low contrast and small font size texts. It is also expensive. Wong et al. [6] compute maximum gradient difference to identify the line segments then extended to neighboring top and bottom rows to form candidate text regions. It has low false positive rate, but it uses many classifiers and sensitive to threshold values.

In texture-based methods, it considers text as a special textures. It apply Fast Fourier Transform, DCT, wavelet decomposition, and Gabor filter for feature extraction. Ye et al. [7] calculate the wavelet energy features at different scale and perform the thresholding to find out the candidate text pixels then it is merged into text lines.

2.2 Text Recognition

In Traditional Optical Character Recognition (OCR) based method, different binarization methods have been applied to get the binary images, that directly fed to the off-the-self OCR[8]. Text in scene images differs from the scanned document in terms of size, font, illumination condition, resolutions etc. The loss of information in binarization is not recoverable. So the result is poor and do not correctly recognize the text.

Other method Object Recognition based method, it directly extract features from original images and uses various different classifier to recognize the text [8]. In this method, do not do the binarization and segmentation but uses multi-scale sliding window technique to get the candidate character detection result. A special structure information is not used in the sliding window technique, so it will produce many false positives. Because of this, it is depended on post-processing methods like pictorial structure or CRF model.

In Otsu’s method, it is based on histogram and used a global thresholding[9]. Using k-means clustering,text detection and binarization method is worked for Korean sign board. But in complex background and lighting, it is difficult for finding best value for k. Different methods have been suggested for text extraction.

Cai et al. [10] proposed a text detection method which is character features such as edge density, edge strength. First apply a color edge detection algorithm in YUV color and filter out non-text edges by using a low threshold. Then, By applying a local thresholding techniques to keep low-contrast text and simplify the background. At last, to localize text regions projection profiles are analyzed.

Kim[11] proposed a method in which LCQ is performed for each color separately. Each color is assumed as a text color without knowing whether it is real text color or not. To reduce processing time, imag is converted into a 256-color image before color quantization done. To find candidate text line, the candidate components which are extracted for each color are combined when show text region features. Disadvantage of this method is high processing time.

Jain and Yu[12] by bit dropping first perform a color reduction and color quantization, then after multi-valued images decomposition algorithm is applied to decompose the input image into multiple background and foreground images. Then to localize text candidate, connected component analysis combined with projection profile features are performed on each of the images. It extract only horizontal text for large sizes.

Neumann and Matas[13], first detect characters as a MSERs and the apply text recognition using segmentation which is obtained by the MSER detector.

Wang et al. [14] to train the text detection and character recognition modular, it used a CNN method, and built an end-to-end system with non-maximal suppression (NMS). And search with help of lexicon. Speed is relatively slow.
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